Applications are invited for Senior Research Associate in the Project Sanctioned by SAC, ISRO.

Ambedkar Institute of Advanced of Communication Technologies and Research (AIACT&R), Geeta Colony, Delhi is one of the Technical Institutes established by the Govt. of NCT of Delhi with well equipped modern laboratories, well laid down 'Profile of Growth' and strong commitment for achieving excellence in Technical Education. It is one of the leading engineering institutes under the umbrella of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

First Class (60% and above) B.Tech. in Electronics and Communication Engineering First Class (60% and above) M.Tech.** in RF and Microwave or relevant specialization.

HOW TO APPLY:-

Application on plain paper must reach the Institute. The applications must be addressed to the Principal, Ambedkar Institute of Technology, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, Geeta Colony, Delhi 110 031.

Last date for Application is 20th February’ 2012

Post is purely temporary (Adhoc/Project Position) and is only for initially six months and the salary will be Rs 15000/- Consolidated.

Short listed candidates will be called for interview as per notice which will be posted on the institute’s Notice Board by 20th February 2012.

Interviews will be conducted on 23rd February 2012. The final Result will be posted to selected candidates

Decision of the Principal, AIACT&R will be final in all cases. He reserves the right to cancel the post any time.

Principal
Ambedkar Institute of Advanced Communication Technologies and Research